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NEW QUESTION: 1
Drag the drop the description from the left onto the routing
protocol they describe on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a host that loses connectivity to a LUN after a volume

is moved from one node to another node in the cluster. You
verified that you do not have a problem with the cluster, a
switch, or reporting nodes.
Which two actions will help determine the problem? (Choose
two.)
A. Verify that the SnapDrive version is supported for the host
and ONTAP version.
B. Verify the HBA timeout settings.
C. Verify that MPIO and ALUA are enabled.
D. Verify that the SANtricity Storage Manager version is
supported on the host.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a version-8.0 Azure Database for MySQL database.
You need to identify which database queries consume the most
resources.
Which tool should you use?
A. Metrics
B. Query Store
C. Alerts
D. Query Performance Insight
Answer: B
Explanation:
The Query Store feature in Azure Database for MySQL provides a
way to track query performance over time.
Query Store simplifies performance troubleshooting by helping
you quickly find the longest running and most
resource-intensive queries. Query Store automatically captures
a history of queries and runtime statistics, and it retains
them for your review. It separates data by time windows so that
you can see database usage patterns. Data for all users,
databases, and queries is stored in the mysql schema database
in the Azure Database for MySQL instance.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/concepts-query-sto
re
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